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ABSTRACT 

 
Ultrasound images and SAR i.e. synthetic aperture radar images are usually corrupted because of speckle 

noise also called as granular noise. It is quite a tedious task to remove such noise and analyze those 

corrupted images. Till now many researchers worked to remove speckle noise using frequency domain 

methods, temporal methods, and adaptive methods. Different filters have been developed as Mean and 

Median filters, Statistic Lee filter, Statistic Kuan filter, Frost filter, Srad filter. This paper reviews filters 

used to remove speckle noise. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Human beings are suffering from very dangerous and long term diseases as Cancer, Blood 

Processing, Heart blockage, Kidney failure, Asthma etc. Detection of such diseases at very early 

stage is very necessary thing. Also, it should be real time. Image processing as ultrasound 

imaging plays an important role in this task. Now a day it has become easy, real-time, low cost 

and also it has non-invasive nature. Still removal of noise from ultrasound imaging is very 

challenging task [1]. 

 

Scattering and reflection [2] are two major phenomena in medical ultrasound imaging which are 

closely related concepts. When particles are larger than the wavelength causes reflection and 

scattering occurs when the scatterers are smaller than the sound’s wavelength. When the back-

scattered acoustic pulses received are in phase or out of phase, this phenomenon leads to both 

constructive and destructive interference and appears as a granular pattern called speckle noise 

[3]. Speckle noise affects the quality of ultrasound image and it also reduces important 

information from image as edge, shape, intensity value etc. Corrupted ultrasound images contain 

high frequency components [4] and to remove them filters are used. Many researches are made 

till now to despeckle the image like image processing filters. 

 

This paper gives information on methods used to removal of noise from echo images. This work 

is arranged in this paper as per following. Section II describes speckle model. Section III reviews 
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the different filters used for speckle noise reduction as 1.Scalar filters and 2.Adaptive filters. 

Section IV reviews performance metrics and section V concludes the review. 

 

2. SPECKLE MODEL 

 
Speckle noise [5] is the characteristic effect seen in ultrasound images that contribute to the 

visual noise. The image of a relatively uniform object with many scattering sources within a 

resolution cell will have pixel values that vary randomly with position due to constructive and 

destructive interference. Ultrasound images mostly get corrupted because of speckle noise. It is 

multiplicative noise, having granular pattern. Mathematically Speckle noise [6] is expressed as in 

eqn. (1) 

 

                                 ���, �� =  	��, �� ∗ ���, �� + ��, ��                                     (1) 

 

Where ���, �� is corrupted image, ���, �� is multiplicative component and η(m,n) is additive 

component. For ultrasound images, it is necessary to remove additive noise but multiplicative can 

be allowed, given in eqn. (2) 

 ���, � =  	��, �� ∗ ���, �� + ��, �� − ��, ��                                                     ��, �� =  	��, �� ∗ ���, ��                                                     (2) 

 

Also, speckle noise follows gamma distribution [7] which is shown below  

 

                                                  ���� =  ����
�����!�� ���

�                                                              (3) 

 

 
Figure 1.  Gamma Distribution 

Here �� is variance and g is gray level. Gamma distribution is represented as in Fig. 1. Speckle 

noise has following characteristics [7]: 

 

1. Speckle noise is a multiplicative noise which is in direct proportion to the local gray level in 

any area. 

2. The signal and the noise are statistically independent. 

3. The sample mean and variance of a single pixel are equal to the mean and variance of the 

local area. 
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          Figure 2. Original Image                                Figure 3. Image with Speckle Noise 

3. SPECKLE REDUCTION FILTERS 

There are different types of noise that appears in images. Noise may occur due to different factors 

such as while acquiring images, capturing images, transforming images, compressing images etc. 

Noise may have different types, and hence it is necessary to provide different techniques 

according to the type of noise. Speckle noise contains high frequency components due to 

temporal movement of organs as brain, heart etc. So it is necessary to provide low pass filter to 

remove the high frequency noise. To remove speckle noise from images till now many filters are 

used [8]. Some filters are good in visual interpretation where as some are good in smoothing 

capabilities and noise reduction. Some examples of such filters are Mean, Median, Lee, Kuan, 

Frost, Enhanced Frost, Wiener and Gamma MAP filters [9]. Some of these use window technique 

to remove speckle noise, called as kernel [10]. This window size can range from 3-by-3 to 33-by-

33 but it must be odd. To achieve better result window size should be smaller.  

3.1 Scalar Filters 

Scalar filters [11] are based on the ratio of local statistics, which improves smoothing in 

homogenous regions of the images where speckle is fully developed and reduces appreciably in 

the other regions of the image in order to preserve the useful details of the image. Fundamental 

types of scalar filters are Mean filter and Median filters discussed in next sections. 

3.1.1 Mean Filter [12]  

It is simple and intuitive filter invented by Pomalaza-Raez in 1984. It does not remove speckle 

noise at whole but reduces at some extend. It works on average basis that is the centre pixel is 

replaced by the average of the all pixels. Hence this filter gives blurring effect to the images, so it 

is least satisfactory method to remove speckle noise as it results in loss of details. Mathematical 

representation is given in eqn. (4) for m×n window region. 

                                             ℎ��, �� = 1
�� ! ! 	�", #�                                                         �4�

%∈'(∈)
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3.1.2 Median Filter [13]  

It is non linear filter invented by Pitas in 1990. It gives quite better result than the mean filter. Here 

center pixel is replaced by the median value of all pixels and hence produces less blurring. Due to 

this nature it is used to reduce impulsive speckle noise. Advantage is it preserves the edges. 

Disadvantage is extra time needed for computation of  the median value for sorting N pixels, the 

temporal complexity is O (N log N). Median filter follows algorithm as follows: 

      1. Take a 3 × 3 (or 5×5 etc.) region centered around the pixel (i, j). 

2. Sort the intensity values of the pixels in the region into ascending order 

3. Select the middle value as the new value of pixel (i, j). 

3.2 Adaptive Filters 

Several adaptation methods are proposed to achieve a better result by varying window size [14] 

and also to preserve the features like edges. Filters that are having adaptive nature are discussed 

in following sections: 

3.2.1 Frost filter [15] 

Invented by Frost in 1982, is linear, convolutional filter used to remove the multiplicative noise 

from images. As compared to mean and median filter it has adaptive nature and also it is 

exponentially-weighted averaging filter. Frost filter works on the basis of coefficient of variation 

which is the ratio of local standard deviation to the local mean of the corrupted image. Within the 

kernel size of n-by-n then the centre pixel value is replaced by weighted sum of values of the 

neighbourhood in kernel. The weighting factor decrease as we go away from interested pixel and 

increase with variance. It assumes multiplicative noise. Frost filter follows formula given by eqn. 

(4). 

                                                         *+ =  ∑ -.���|0|'×'                                                         (4)   

Where,  

                                . = 2 3
' 4566667 245

 856667 

 

                        K= Normalized constant 

                          9 ̅= Local Mean 

                          ; = Local variance 

                          ;6 = Image coefficient of variation value 

                          |t| = |X-<=|+|Y->=| 

                        n = moving kernel size 

 

3.2.2 Lee Filter  

It is developed by Jong Sen Lee in 1981 [16]. It is better than above filters in edge preservation. It 

is based on multiplicative speckle model and uses local statistics to preserve details. Lee filter 

works on the variance basis, i.e. if variance of the area is low then it performs smoothing 

operation but not for high variance. That means it can preserve details in low as well as in high 

contrast hence it has adaptive nature. Mathematical model for Lee filter is given in eqn. (5): 

                                                           9����, �� =  9� + ?∗�@A − 9�)                                            (5)                                                                             
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             Where,  9�� – pixel value after filtering 

                          9� – mean intensity of filter window 

                          @A – Center pixel 

                              ? -filter window, ? =;B�;B + CB) 

                          ;B is the variance of the pixel calculated as 

                                ;B =  D1/+ ∑ �<F�BG��FH= I] 
                             + = size of filter window,<F = pixel value at j. 

                               C = additive noise variance, for M size of image and >K value of each pixel it is 

                                 given as: 

                               CB = D1/L ∑ �>F�BM��FH= I] 
 

For no smoothing filter output is the only mean intensity value (Im). Disadvantage of Lee Filter 

is it cannot effectively remove the speckle noise near edges. 

3.2.3 Kuan filter [17]  

It was developed by Kuan and Nathan and Kurlander in 1987. It is local linear minimum mean 

square error filter under multiplicative noise. It is quite advanced than Lee filter in a factor as it 

has no approximation involved. It transforms the multiplicative speckle model into the additive 

linear form. Weighted function W is for Kuan filter is given by, 

 

                                                         ? = 2��PQ
PR 7

��STU�                                                                    (6) 

 

              Where,  

                        @� = estimated noise variation coefficient. 

                        @� =V1/W+X , ENL = equivalent noise looks. 

                        @� = variation coefficient of image.                            @� = Y/9�  
                         S = standard deviation in the filter window.  

 

3.2.4 Enhanced Frost and Enhanced Lee Filter [18]  

Proposed by Lopes in 1990, works on the basis of the threshold value. Averaging is done when 

the local coefficient of variation below a lower threshold. Filter will perform strictly as all pass 

filter when local coefficient of variation is above the higher threshold. And when the local 

variance is in between both thresholds then balance between averaging and identity operation is 

done. 

3.2.5 Gamma Map Filter [19]  

Proposed by Lopes in 1993, uses coefficient variation and contrast variation. It is again better 

than Frost and Lee filter and also minimizes the loss of texture information. Working of Gamma 

Map filter is similar to Enhanced Frost filter except that if local coefficient of variation falls 

between two thresholds then pixel value is based on the Gamma estimation of the contrast ratios.  
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3.2.6 Wiener Filter [20]  

It was proposed by Norbert Wiener during the 1940s and published in 1949. It is also known as 

Least Mean Square Filter. It has capacity to restore images even if they are corrupted or blurred. 

It reduces noise from image by comparing desired noiseless image. Wiener filter works on the 

basis of computation of local image variance. Hence when local variance of the image is large the 

smoothing is done in lesser amount and if local variance is small it performs more smoothing. 

This approach of Wiener filter results better than linear filtering [13]. Wiener filter requires more 

computation time. It has following mathematical formula: 

 

                                                  	��, Z� =  [ \�U,]�∗
\�U,]�5S ^_`�Q,a�

_b�Q.a�de f��, Z�                                         (7) 

Where,  

        g��, Z� = Degradation function and 

        g��, Z�∗ = conjugate complex 

        f��, Z� = Degraded image  

        Y���, Z� = Power spectra of noise. 

        Y	��, Z� = Power spectra of original image.   

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS 

 
To analyze the speckle reduction methods various performance parameters are used and 

compared such as Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute 

error (MAE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), average peak signal-to-noise ratio (APSNR), 

Pratt’s figure of merit (FoM), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), structural similarity (SSIM), Edge-

region mean square error (MSE), new quality index (NQI), video quality metric (VQM). These 

are described in the following sections.  

4.1 SNR [21]  

Parameter is a basic measure metric that is used to measure the level of noise as a ratio of the 

mean hij to the standard deviation hkj of pixel value in an image. SNR has theoretical value 

1.91 for a fully developed speckle. It has indirect proportion with speckle. It has higher value for 

lower speckle.  

                                                                    lmn = op qriop hij
hkj                                                       (8) 

4.2 RMSE [22]  

It stands for root mean square error. It measures the average squared difference between the 

original and filtered images, where the original and filtered images have size X × Y pixels. 

Accordingly, the RSME is the root of MSE given in equations (10) and (11). 

                         sltuvwxqy,vzkw{ =  o
|} ∑ ∑ 2vwxqy�x, ~� − vzkw�x, ~�7j|~Ho}xHo                                  (9) 

 

                                                              nslt =  √slt                                                             (10) 
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4.3 PSNR and APSNR [23]  

PSNR is defined from RMSE. It is the ratio between the possible power of a signal and the power 

of corrupting noise. For 256 gray levels, PSNR is defined as 

                                                     �Y+� = 20#���=� B��
�M���                                                         (11) 

 

A simple average of PSNR per frame is called APSNR. 

 

4.4 MAE [24]  

It is the mean absolute error between two images being compared.  

 

L�Wu9�K%0 , 9���{ =  �
�� ∑ ∑ |9�K%0��, �� − 9�����, ���FH� |�KH�                                    (12) 

 

4.5 Pratt’s FoM [14]  

This parameter is an estimator for quantifying the edge pixel displacement between the edge 

masks of filtered and reference images, and is defined as 

                            ��Lu9�K%0 , 9���{ =  �
��� �GbR��,G��b� ∑ �

�S�R5�GKH�                                                           (13) 

Where, 

             di = Euclidean distance between the ith detected edge pixel and the nearest original  edge 

pixel, and  

          α = constant and set to 0.11 

 

4.6 CNR [15]  

This metric operates on a single image and exploits levels of contrast between two different 

regions of images. One region is a region of interest (ROI) and the other can be a part of the 

background. This metric is calculated as 

                                         CNR = 
|����B|

√4�5S4B5                                                                                       (14) 

 

Where, �1 and ;1 are mean and variance of ROI and �2 and ;2 are mean and variance of 

background. 

 

4.7 SSIM [1]  

This index is another metric for measuring the similarity between two images. This metric has 

much better consistency with the qualitative appearance of the image. 

                                                

                                       YY9L =  �
M ∑ �B���BST��uB4�,5ST5{

���5S�55ST���4�5S455ST5�                                                             �15� 
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Where, �1 and �2 are the means and ;1 ��� ;2 are the standard deviations of the images being 

compared. ;�,B is the covariance between them. SSIM has value between 0 and 1, when it is equal 

to 1 images are structurally equal.  

 

4.8 Edge-Region MSE [1]  

It measures the average absolute difference between two images: 

 

                     LYWu9W�K%0 , 9W���{ = o
|} ∑ ∑ 2vtwxqy�x, ~� − vtzkw�x, ~�7j|~Ho}xHo                         (16)  

 

Where IE����  and IE ¡¢ are edges of filtered and reference images respectively. The edge-region 

MSE measures the average differences in edge regions. 

4.9 NQI [1]  

It is video quality metric is first measured frame by frame. For each frame, the distortion is 

modelled as a combination of three different factors: loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and 

contrast distortion. This metric is calculated as 
 

                                            £ =  34¤¥¦§6666
u4¤5S4¥5{[�¦̅�5S�§6�5]                                                       (17) 

 

4.10 VQM [1]  

This metric is a modified discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based video quality evaluation 

measure that is based on the spatial-temporal property of human visual perception. The result of 

this metric is comparable with RMSE-based metrics and performs much better in situations in 

which RMSE fails. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Speckle reduction filters such as Scalar filters and Adaptive filters are described in this paper. 

Filtering methods using scalar filters are good for removing high frequency noise but fail to 

preserve the edge details. Whereas Adaptive filter methods are more successful than filtering as it 

preserves the details. Also, adaptive filter method requires the more computation time. This 

drawback can be overcome by proper selection of weighting function. 
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